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FAB’S 2021 SUSTAINABILITY
HIGHLIGHTS
FAB launched its new Group
ESG Strategy designed to
accelerate growth in areas
that are most pertinent to
emerging sustainability
opportunities and challenges.
Although ESG has long

been a key element of FAB’s
success, our new strategy
sets a clear pathway forward
aligned with current market
conditions and stakeholder
expectations.

Group ESG Strategy launched with a

transformed ESG
Governance structure

Set a target to lend, invest and
facilitate business over

USD 75

billion by 2030

Appointed first

Chief Sustainability
Officer

to activities focused on environmental
and socially responsible solutions

Led the issue of the first
sustainability-linked loan in global
aviation tied to ESG targets

Became the first bank in the UAE
and GCC to join the

USD 1.2

UNEP FI’s Net-Zero
Banking Alliance (NZBA),
setting short-, medium- and longterm targets for greenhouse gas
reduction in 2022

billion loan to
Etihad Airways
Women held

Issued

Currently manages

of senior and
mid-management
positions

new Ratibi prepaid payroll
cards, an increase of 13%
from 2020

of the Khalifa Fund
Portfolio1

32%

762,000

50%

Independent agency of the Government of Abu Dhabi, to cultivate entrepreneurship and catalyse the development of the UAE Small & Medium Enterprises
Sector
1
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ESG
STRATEGY
ESG Strategy

It is now widely recognised that ESG issues are a
key driver of both risk and opportunity for financial
institutions. We have a responsibility to our
stakeholders to ensure that ESG issues are effectively
managed by the Bank.

stays ahead of the curve as stakeholder expectations
evolve. Our approach to sustainability is guided by
three pillars: our governance model, transitioning to a
low carbon future and positive social impact. All three
pillars ultimately support FAB’s goal of sustainable
financial performance by reducing risk and creating
new business opportunities.

With this in mind, in 2021 we started to define our new
ESG Strategy with the goal of ensuring that the Bank

Our new ESG strategy will focus on three pillars

We have set KPIs in each of the three pillars to work towards our ESG ambitions
Transitioning to a
Low Carbon Future2

Transforming our
Governance Model1,2
We will commit to the
highest standards for
ESG accountability,
transparency and risk
management

To become the model
sustainable FI in MENA
To act in partnership with our
stakeholders to accelerate
the transition to a Net Zero
society and economy

To expand access to financial
services for all – in particular ,
underbanked groups
To foster a diverse, inclusive
and equitable organisation

This pillar outlines FAB’s
approach to a governance model
including identifying incentives
linked to ESG and responsible
use of data

This pillar outline’s FAB’s
approach to Net Zero transition,
climate resilience and a circular
economy

This pillar outlines FAB’s
approach to social responsibility
including diversity, women’s
empowerment, education and
financial inclusion

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

2

Capitalising on our
Social Responsibility2

Disclosures of ESG KPIs
and performance update,
together with financial
reporting
Incentives linked to ESG with
ESG criteria incorporated
into FAB Group’s Balance
Scorecard from 2022
Whistleblower policies and
processes
Governance structures for
dealing with ESG issues
Responsible use of ESG data

•
•
•
•

Sustainable finance of USD
75Bn by 2030
Incorporation of ESG as part
of vendor sourcing, selection
& evaluation processes
Incorporation of smart
energy management
systems to improve data
tracking, measurement, and
energy efficiency
Reducing carbon intensity
for key sectors by 2030
Majority of energy for FAB’s
operations to be driven by
renewable sources by 2030

•
•
•
•

To be a diverse and inclusive
place of work, promoting
genuine equality of
opportunity for all groups at
all levels of the bank
Women to constitute 30% of
our senior management by
2025 & 40% by 2030
50% of staff will be UAE
nationals by 2025
Strategic focus on financial
inclusion including key
markets such as Egypt
Continue social
responsibility efforts
by committing towards
donations & sponsorships

This is a summarised list. For a comprehensive update, please refer to our latest Corporate ESG Report 2021
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HOW SUSTAINABILITY IS
GOVERNED AT FAB
At FAB, we have formally integrated new committees
and teams to the existing governance structure to
be aligned with the Group’s recently launched ESG
Strategy. The sustainability policy sits within our Board
Risk and Compliance Committee (BRCC) who guide
and implement the Group’s Sustainability vision. The
Committee is the highest authority on ESG performance
that monitors and reports on progress by engaging with
leadership and business lines across the organisation.
The sustainability policy feeds up into the Group ESG
Committee (G-ESGC) with the Group CEO having
oversight of the actions and activities relating to
sustainability, climate change and ESG. On a functional
level, the G-ESGC is supported by ESG and Sustainable
Finance Committee (ESG-SFC) that converts policies
and board directions into ESG strategies and monitors
the ESG performances of business lines and support
functions.

Transforming Our Governance Model

The main topics of concern related to the governance
category are as follows:

Disclosure

•

Disclosure of ESG KPIs and performance update on
quarterly basis, together with financial reporting

Incentives linked to ESG

•

Incorporate ESG Criteria into FAB Group’s Balance
score card from 2022

Whistleblower policies and processes
Governance structures for dealing with ESG
issues

•
•
•

Establish and update Board sub-committees with
clear ESG responsibilities
Continued and enhanced focus on Financial Crime
and Anti Bribery
Ensure strong governance and control measures for
modern slavery and child labour aligned with global
best practices

Responsible use of ESG data

•
•
•
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Full implementation of Task Force on Climate
– related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
recommendations
Implementation of new ESG Risk Framework
Ensuring transparency by enhancing our governance
model

Governance structure:

2021

Board Risk and Compliance
Committee (BRCC)

Committees with ESG Roles

Board of Directors

Group ESG Committee
(G-ESGC)

Group Risk Committee
(GRC)

Group Compliance
Committee

Group Operational & Fraud
Risk Committee (GOFRC)

ESG and Sustainable Finance
Committee (ESG-SFC)

Credit Execution Committee
(CEC)

Tier 1

Tier 2

Group CEO

ESG Organisational Structure

Senior
Management

Functional
Roles

Group CRO

Business Lines

Group ESG Team

Support Functions

ESG Risks Team

1st Line of Defense

Key:

New committees/
Support function

2nd Line of Defense

Internal Audit

3rd Line of Defense

Existing
structure
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ESG Risk Framework
Components:
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Enabler(s): Establish an ESG driven
culture across the organisation

4.

The Group adopts a
holistic approach in
integrating ESG risks
starting with raising the
level of ESG awareness
and preparedness,
developing a sound ESG
risk governance structure
and responsibilities, and
developing tools and
methods to identify, assess,
manage, and report on
ESG risks.

ss
k a re
ris s u
3. E S G m ea
and

Enabler(s): Systems, tools, policy,
and board and senior management
sponsorship

The key measures considered in identifying ESG risks across the Group’s operations include:
A) Relevant legislations and standards

ESG risks repository from relevant legislations and international guidelines that apply
to the Group’s operations (e.g. CBUAE, BoE, MAS).

B) ESG risk taxonomy

An ESG risks taxonomy map for direct and indirect impacts on the Group’s principal
risk categories (e.g. credit, market, liquidity, compliance, operational etc.).

C) Material ESG risks

A list of ESG risks are identified and updated annually through two dimensions
1) Likelihood of occurring and 2) Severity of impacting business operations and
financial importance. Stakeholders representing the Group’s business units are
involved in this exercise.

D) ESG risk appetite statement

The ESG risk appetite is aligned with the Group’s risk appetite framework It includes quantitative and qualitative
criteria that sets the Group’s tolerance to ESG risks.

•
•
•
•

Quantitative metrics
ESG risk indicators set the Group’s tolerance to indirect ESG risks emanating from exposures to
counterparties and vendors with high risk ratings, along with appetite limits cascaded down to
business functions.
ESG performance indicators set the Group’s risk tolerance to direct ESG risks by monitoring the
performance of the Group’s own ESG performance.
Qualitative risk criteria includes a list of countries, sectors and activities of heightened sensitivity to
ESG risks, which could negatively impact the Group (e g negative screening list, ESG critical activities
and high ESG risk areas).
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Transitioning to a Low Carbon Future
Net zero transition

•
•
•

Sustainable Finance by 2030 worth more than USD
75 billion
Incorporate ESG as part of the vendor sourcing,
selection and evaluation process
Incorporate smart energy management systems to
improve data tracking, measurement and energy
efficiency

Climate adaptation and resilience

•
•
•

Reduce carbon intensity for key sectors by 2030
Majority of energy for FAB operations to be from
renewable sources by 2030
30% reduction in water and energy consumption
per employee by 2030

2015

2017

FAB becomes the
first and only UAE
bank to be signatory
to the Equator Principles

First ever Green Bond
in this region issued

2010
First Sustainability
Report Published by
FAB (then NBAD)

2016
2016 - Committed
to lend, invest and
facilitate USD 10
billion by 2026 to
sustainable activities
(10x10 target)

2019
Commits to implement
the recommendations
from the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD)
FAB becomes a signatory
to the Abu Dhabi
Sustainable Finance
Declaration
Met the 10x10 target set
in 2016
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2021
Group ESG strategy
finalised and approved
FAB became signatory
of Net Zero Banking
Alliance (NZBA)

2050

2023

Net Zero
carbon
emissions

Implementation
of TCFD
recommendations
and publication of
first TCFD Report

New target to lend, invest,
and facilitate business of
USD 75 billion by 2030

2022
Define clear steps and
intermediate goals to
achieve Net Zero pathway
Develop Net Zero
pathways for emissions
from FAB Operations

Execution of delivery plan
to meet carbon emission
reduction targets

2030
Reduction of carbon
intensity for high
ESG risk sectors
Finance and/or facilitate
>USD 75 billion in sustainable
or social projects over the
period (2022-2030)
Achieve Net Zero from own
operations (Scope 1 and 2)
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CAPITALISING ON OUR SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
In 2021, FAB continued to emphasise our social responsibility, with several achievements in the following areas:

Employee well-being

Our employees are one of our most valuable assets,
and safeguarding their health and well-being is
important to FAB. We offer a variety of tools and
services to help our workers maintain their physical,
emotional and financial well-being. In accordance with
our Human Resources philosophy and structure, we
strive to build a human-centric workplace that is built
on four fundamental pillars:
1. Connectedness
2. Resilience
3. Agility
4. Empathy

Highlights

•
•
•
•

Our employee absenteeism rate in 2021 was 9.66%,
this is a 1.5% decrease compared to the previous
year.
FAB Cares Programme: Webinars with leading
doctors who spoke extensively on the care,
well-being, vaccination and other measure that
individuals and families can take for their wellbeing and safeguard from COVID-19.
We had doctors from Mediclinic who gave
employees talks on the importance and steps that
employees can take for their mental well-being.
Partnered with ICAS, one of the leading health
consultancies, and provided our employees and
their families with helpline services which focused
on psychological, physical, financial and legal
guidance.

Diversity and inclusion

We consider that diversity and inclusion serve as a
catalyst for creativity and economic stability, fostering
healthier workplaces and communities even during
times of adversity. We make a conscious effort to
establish a workforce that represents the communities
in which we operate. We are fostering a safe and
inclusive work environment focused on cooperation,
trust and equality.
A diverse and inclusive workforce can help us
drive innovation, engage our employees, boost job
satisfaction, increase productivity and produce better
FAB outcomes and overall customer experiences.
We consider all qualified applicants for employment,
regardless of gender, age, race, disability, religion or
marital status, as an employer of choice. Our codes
and policies are built around diversity and inclusion.
We urge all employees, whether they are victims
or witnesses, to report acts of discrimination or
harassment and we evaluate all allegations.

Highlights

•
•
•

Women represent 42% of our total workforce
and held 32% of senior and middle management
positions.
113 female employees took parental leave and
returned to work. We offer 60 paid calendar days
and an additional 30 half-paid days’ maternity leave
for eligible employees. Five paid days of paternity
leave is also available.
Our diverse staff includes 5,000 employees from
80 different countries, 42% of whom are female.

Targets:

•
•
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30% of women in senior management by 2025,
40% of women in senior management by 2030
20% of female representation on all boards of
subsidiaries by 2025, 40% of female representation
on all boards of subsidiaries by 2030

Talent attraction and retention

FAB offers rewarding employment opportunities
for young professionals and recent graduates who
are interested in advancing their careers with the
company. We are utilising every opportunity to attract
diverse talent and provide a path for employees to
develop the skills needed to advance their role at the
Bank. In 2021, we continued to recruit candidates
through external markets, internal talent pool and
employee recommendations. We managed to achieve
this in a virtual environment while maintaining the
health and safety of our staff and new recruits during
the pandemic.

Highlights

The Bank started the development of our FAB Talent
Marketplace initiative

Emiratisation

As part of the UAE Government’s efforts to increase
awareness and encourage further localization in the
financial services sector, FAB continues to implement
an active and dynamic Emiratisation strategy. FAB
seeks to unlock the potential of UAE Nationals to
enable them to become a driving force for our Bank’s
growth. We are committed to cultivating Emirati
talent by providing rewarding career opportunities to
graduates up to all senior roles.
Over 50% of our staff will be UAE Nationals by 2025.

Highlights

•
•
•

The Bankers Programme: A programme where
the selected individuals go through a 6 month
journey over three key stages covering qualification
study and assessments, on job training and group
projects.
Nujoom Development Programme: Designed
for high potential graduates in the banking field
to go through a 12 month career development
programme to prepare for future leader roles and
up skill their capability.
Total number of national employees increased by
12.4% relative to 2020.
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Learning and development

FAB plays a critical role in building team collaboration,
facilitating learning and helping teams stay connected
to one another. Our learning and development strategy
assists our employees to enhance their talents and
realize their potential. In 2021, we continued to support
leaders and their teams through accelerated business
change and the challenges associated with the
pandemic. We ensure that all our employees receive
a comprehensive understanding of FAB’s operations,
including its markets, customers and initiatives.
Internal subject matter experts and reputable external
partners collaborate with FAB to build relevant skill
gaps and learning pathways. Business executives
are actively engaged in the creation of content and
the evaluation of its effect. Our strategy guarantees
that the essential behavioral adjustments to enhance
performance are adopted.

Highlights

In 2021, we implemented a variety of learning and
development initiatives, including:

•

•

Financial Inclusion

At FAB, we seek to guarantee that people and
companies of all backgrounds have access to financial
solutions that are both accessible and beneficial.
Our goal is to enhance economic health, and boost
financial literacy in our communities, especially among
financially excluded regions.
This is accomplished through a diverse selection of
products and services, an expanding suite of digital
solutions, financial literacy events, and banking
professionals who speak our clients’ native languages.

Key Highlights
Ratibi
For low-wage employees who do not have access
to a bank account, we provide Ratibi prepaid payroll
cards. Our Ratibi users can withdraw cash from
ATM networks and use the card as a pre-paid debit
card anywhere in the globe.
In 2021, we issued 762,000 new Ratibi prepaid
payroll cards, bringing the total number of active
cards to 1.7 million and total load and reloads to AED
17 billion.

•
•

Social aid distribution card
With the establishment of the first digital platform
by the Abu Dhabi Social Authority, we were able to

•

•

Launch of Consumer Protection learning modules:
Customised sessions on Fraud Awareness were
conducted for the Consumer Banking Group and
Collections customer facing teams. In addition,
two eLearning modules were launched. One for a
bank-wide audience covering the fundamentals of
the regulation and standards and a dep dive role
specific module for consumer facing roles.
ESG Awareness initiatives: A bank-wide module
on ESG fundamentals was launched followed by
customised deep dive ESG sessions for teams to
drive and support FAB’s roadmap in the ESG space.

expand Social Aid payments to low-income families
in the UAE through a prepaid card issued by FAB.
The Bank has issued over 5,900 cards so far, with a
total value of AED 600 million credited to cards as
of 2021.

Khalifa Fund:
At FAB, we continue to support the Government
of Abu Dhabi’s Khalifa Fund for Enterprise
Development, by providing a 3-5 year secured loan
to support the entrepreneurial ventures of small
business owners.
Through our designated team, FAB currently
manages 50% of the Khalifa Fund Portfolio, and plan
to increase its size by 8-10% annually.

•
•

DWallet
A collaboration between Prepaid Business and the
Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratisation
(MOHRE) resulted in the launch of the DWallet Card,
a payroll card created specifically for domestic
workers throughout the UAE.
DWallet cards will allow domestic employees to
have immediate access to their income in a safe
and secure way. We issued 13,000 cards in 2021
and have partnered with Lulu Exchange to allow
sponsors to recharge the cards.

•
•

Throughout the year, FAB continued to align the Bank’s initiatives with key environmental, social and governance
principles and considerations. For more information on FAB’s latest ESG developments, download our 2021 ESG
Report on https://www.bankfab.com/en-ae/about-fab/sustainability/reports.
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